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Nomenclature

a = wave amplitude (trough to crest)

A = area

.m. = geometric aspect ratio = [(span)2/area]

c = sail chord

c = coefficient = [force/~pV2A]

.,~

;-,

C
H = heeling force coefficient; perpendicular to thrust line (see'

Figure 2)

= aerodynamic resultant force coefficient; CRa = ICe + CD
-+

= aerodynamic drag force; parallel to apparent wind vector (V);a
Da = Di + DIT + d

= hydrodynamic drag force; parallel to boat velocity vector (Vb)

Da

Dh

h = sail maximum camber

LWL = load waterline length

it =' resultant force vector

R
c = Vc/'V

= thrust (C =T/~V2A)T aT

v = velocity vector, speed and direction

v = speed

= all up weight, pounds (including foils and crew)

= height above sea level

= angle of attack of foil

w
z

Q

B = apparent wind angle

= aerodynamic drag angle, 0 = sin-l[Da/Ra]ac5a

A = leeway angle

t = heel angle
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Subscripts

a = aerodynamic or apparent

b .= boat

c = crosswind

d = sail section (two~dimensional) drag

f = friction

h = hydrodynamic

i =. induced (drag)

s = sail

"[' = true wind angle

.. = vector quantity giving both magnitude and direction

w

;"
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r
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v = kinematic viscosity

11 = parasite

p = density

"[' = true wind angle
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.PART1

lntroduction

As sailors, when confronted with a choice of two different

rigs, what we'd like is a simple direct .answer to the question "which

is better?" Unfortunately, the answer usually is, "it depends".

And not only does it depend on the geometry and construction of the

sail itself but it also depends strongly on where you put it with

respect to.mating sails and hull(s) as well as the hydrodynamic

characteristics of the hulls or hydrofoils you use it with. So a

direct answer is frequently.too simple.

On the other hand, only two factors are required in

assessing rig performance by itself: the total aerodynamic force

, attainable; and the corresponding drag angle.* And so, as a problem

of design optimization sailing vehicle rig selection is not all that
.

complicated and, after a little sorting out, it's usually easy to

isolate the really significant factors. The present paper represents

an effort to set up a system for evaluating significant factors.

In the presentAcase, the authors have selected a particularly simple

example to work with; namely, the C-class. catamaran since we're

.familiar with the practical aspects of the problem in this context.

However, the present system (or a similar one) should work effectively

*A remaining factor to be determined in any practical case is the

point of application of the aerodynamic force with respect to the

center of gravity of the vehicle into which the rig is put but

we'll handle that separately.
~
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THE EVALUATION OF SAILING VEHICLE RIG POLARS

FROM TWO-DIHENSIONAL WIND TUNNEL DATA

w. S. Bradfield

and

i-,

Lee M. Griswold

Abstract

An analysis of sail section performance differences based on

wind tunnel observations and including previously unpublished section

data is presented. A straightforward engineering approach to high

performance sailing vehicle rig performance prediction is proposed

as a design tool and examined in the context of the section data.

As an application of the method, performance changes are predicted

in a C-class catamaran corresponding to certain state of the art rig

geometry changes. The paper is presented in two parts. Part 1 deals

With sail section characteristics. Part 2 treats the evaluation of

three dimensional flow effects on a rig of given section characteristics.
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in almost any sailing situation.

The first requirement is a practical (preferably proven)

and sufficiently sophisticated sailing yacht performance prediction

method. By sufficiently sophisticated we mean that it has to be

able to give us detailed reliable information about the interactions

among rig, hull, and boards and rudders which really dictate ,the

limitations on the operation of the rig. , Theoretically spe~king,

there are a number of solidly based prediction methods available at

the present time [for example, 1, 2, 3, 4]*. They're not all easy

to apply. However, the advent and widespread application by sailors

of the programmable pocket calculator is rapidly making these

formerly rather cumbersome calculation methods readily available to

practically every sailor. One of the simpler methods [2] has in fact

~ already been programmed for the Texas Instruments SR52 pocket calcu-

. I
81

lator. The more sophisticated theory of Riise [1] has been used

successfully in the Univac 1110 [5] and in the IBM 370-158 in a

comparison between predicted and measured performance of C-class

catamarans. It's also been used successfully in many applications

to handicapping in the Pacific Multihull Association [P~~].

be used here (in Part 2) to implement the rig selection process in

It will

the context of the performance of the sailing vehicle into which

it is to fit.

The second requirement for sailing vehicle rig selection is

knowledge of the significant aerodynamic parameters (previously

*Nurnbers in brackets designate references at end of paper.
~ -
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mentioned) as a function of rig geometry. This information falls

naturally into two compartments: i) differences in rig performance

due to sail section shape; and ii) differences in rig performance

due to p1anform and installation geometry. In what follows we shall

deal with these in the order noted above. Specifically, we will
;',

rely on wind tunnel data from two-dimensional rigid sail models to

evaluate effects of section shape. This is justified by comparison

with full scale performance [2,5,24] in.the case of fully battened

unarigs and wing sails. Additionally, as the present example we

have chosen an aerodynamically simple "high performance" sailing

vehicle; i.e. one which normally sails faster than wind speed and

tacks downwind. These vehicles never operate with the rig fully

stalled~ At the present time, this class includes ice boats, land

yachts, D-class and C-class catamarans and Tornados. Monohull

unarigs also fit into this general class but it becomes necessary

to complicate the program by including heeled hull resistance carves

as well as stalled operation of the rig downwind because they're not

"high performance" vehicles. Stalled performance was worked out, by

.the way, in reference [2] for a slow multihu11 but will not be done

here since C-c1ass rigs do tack downwind..

Differences in unarig performance due to differences in

planform may be evaluated using data which has accumulated in the

practical aerodynamics of light airplanes (for example [17,18,21])

as the present example will show. Except for a major difference in

h
~

. -
normal operating camber range, the other design factors are about

r'

, I
ii
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the same, namely: planform differences; aspect ratio variations;

I
;
,

I'

, /

deck seal configurations (wing-fuselage interactions); and windage

(parasite drag) effects. Multiple element unarigs (flapped and/or
-c v'

slatted) can be handled quite nicely in the same vein (see the

configuration of Figure 3, for example). On the other hand, the
;',

performance of traditional multiple element rigs (like\h'e sloop

rig; main plus drifter; main plus spinnaker; etc.) mounted on

monohulls is much more difficult to predict and, particularly, to

test experimentally. Although progress continues in this area [4,6,7],

full scale performance data comparable to that available for multihulls

has not yet accumulated and traditional monohulls are considered of a
, 'J.1

difficulty beyond the scope of the present paper.

~inally, before getting started with the analysis proper,

it's necessary to define "optimum performance". Wetll do so first

for the sailing vehicle and then for the rig in sailing vehicle

context. Of course, optimum performance depends on what sailing

condit10ns you have in mind. In what follows we assume tround the

buoys racing conditions--a smooth sea and moderate to light winds;

specifically, winds under 2S knots and [a/LWL] ~ 0.10.*
For the

vehicle our aim will be to select the rig',so that we obtain the

greatest possible value of [Vb/VL] at every heading Land windspeed

V ; viz., maximum boat speed under all conditions. For the rig thisL

means attainment of maximum useable thrust compatible with the design

iJ

heeled and pitched hull characteristics. In other words, the vehicle

. *See Nomenclature for definitions of symbols.

--1
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must be p~wered to the design limit of heeling and/or pitching at all

times. If vehicle stability is not limiting, then the rig power uti- '

lized may be limited by consideration of pinching or by critical

Reynolds number flows in very light air. Obviously, if you sheet the

rig until the boat pinches, pitchpoles, or capsizes you've overpowered

it. Practically speaking, operating within these vehicle imp9sed con-

straints simply means that we rarely use ~he full potential power of

the rig even in light air. The optimum useful power is what we're

after in rig selection or design. Clarification of this concept

requires more precise definition of the forces and moments involved.

The Sailing Envelope Concept

Figure 1 is a sketch of the type of rig which we've chosen to

analyze. Details of the aerodynamic force components are shown on

Figure 2. It is easy to show from the geometry of Figure 2 that the

thrust coefficient is

Cr = CR sineS - <5 )a a el}

And it follows that the maximum value of thrust on any heading B to the

apparent w~nd will be obtained by maximizing CRa (i.e., the total force

developed by the sail) and minimizing °a (the angle at which it leans

back from a perpendicular to the apparent .wind direction as shown in

Figure 4). The constraints on the maximization are those vehicle

.imposed constraints which we just mentioned above.
But we don't have to

. worry about those until later in the anlaysis. For the present we simply

look for those section characteristics which will give us maximum aero-

dynamic force (CRa) and minimum ~rag angle (oa) for any selected sail

section shape and all possible sailing conditions.

5
--I
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Some sail section shapes currently in use on C-class catamarans

are shown in Figure 3, (see also reference [8]). In Figure 4, recent

!

.Idata [10] from subsonic wind tunnel measurements of the aerodynamic

force and drag angle of the circular arc shape with a cylindrical

mast are shown.
The 17% camber chosen is to\~ard the high side in

the range of commonly used. sail cambers (.05 < hie < .25).

,,

Corres-

ponding values of CR and 0 are shown for two angles of attack:*a a .

that which gives minimum drag angle 0 . (dashedline), and that
. am~n

Which produces the maximum sail force CR (heavy line) at this'-amax

camber. One observes that they are quite different angles of attack

. (2° vs. IS°) for this case. This is true in general for conven-

tional sail section shapes. The reason is that the maximum sail

force for conventional section shapes is frequently developed after

appreciable flow separation has occurred and flow separation is the

.
greatest contribution to increased section drag angle. Note that the

corre~t geometrical relationship among apparent wind vector, sa~l

section chord line, and aerodynamic resultant force vector is shown

on Figure 4 for a = IS° including the point of application of the force

to the sail. The position of the point of application of the force

-+

vector CR is obviously the determining factor in respect to helma

balance. We'll see later how important this can be to overall per-

.formance by hooking the leech of a sail and comparing its effect on

the performance of a C-cat with that of an "unhooked" leech.t From

*Note from Figure 2 that the angle of attack a = S - [leeway + boom angle

to vehicle centerline] but we don't have to worry about that explicitly
as we'll see later.

tSee Appendix 1.

- ---
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equation (1) we concluded tnat

CT = CR sin(13 - 0 )
max <imax amin

but it's obvious from Figure 4 that CR does not correspondtoamax

O;:L. in this case. We can choose either °a. or CR but not
-rn~n m~n ~ax .

both. A trivial calculationusing equation (1) will show that from

(2)

Figure 4, if a '" 45° (apparentclose reach), CTo = 0.98 while-
amin

the better choice. If you're closeCTR = 1.11; i.e. CR is
. amax ~ax

hauled (a '" 20°) CT~ = 0.45 and CTCR .= 0.43and O;:L. is the
. vamin ~ax -rn~n

better choice. If a = 23°, CTo = CTCRamin amax
matter. It's safe to conclude from this that if you're close hauled

= 0.52 so it doesn't

you should shoot for o~. but if you're not, it's better to let yourlIl~n

leeside telltales fly a little and go for CR .amax
On the other hand.

trying to conclude too much from a single camber is a temptation to

be avoided. For example. who sails closehauled with 17% camber?

What we can safely conclude from Figure 4 is: i) °a. and CR
m~n aIIlax

usually don't correspond for a given sail section configuration;

ii) which factor is more critical so far as thrust is concerned depends

on which leg you're sailing; and iii) a single camber is not enough

to show the.whole picture even for two-dimensional wind tunnel data.

.Figure 5 shows what happens as you change the camber from

zero to 18% with a "clean" leading edge (no mast) and a circular arc

section. These data are taken from references 10. 11. 12 and 13.

Each symbol of one type on the figure represents a different angle

of attack at a given camber as in Figure 4. Different symbols repre-

sent different cambers. Also. each angle of attack symbol can represent

7

r
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different apparent. wind angles. boom angles, and leeway angles as

shown on Figure 2. And so Figure 5 cari be pretty complicated unless

we concentrate simply on achieving the maximum thrust attainable with

the circular arc section for all sailing conditions as before. Then

it becomes quite simple because what we helmsmen generally do is

trim to the maximum tolerable total sail force (CR~- ). The vehicle. -max

(boat. hydrofoil, land yacht.--whatever) response imposes the sail-

force limit. Then in order to get maximum thrust .out of this

vehicle limited sailforce. we choose a camber (outhaul; downhaul;

mast bend; etc.) which will give us the minimum drag angle (oa . ).m1.n

As an example. if the boat has limited us to CRa = 1.2 (se~ for

instance: Table 1. column (5); f3=16.1). Figure 5 shows that the

.best camber is 10% (oalO = 1. 72°) --18% camber is too much (oal8 = 5.51°)

and '6% is too little (oa6 =2.33°) in this 10 knot breeze. From these.
data. then [see equation (1)]: CTlO% = 0.30; CT6% = 0.29; and

CT18% = 0.22.* The same procedure works to provide maximum thrust

for all available values of CR .a The dashed line indicates the locus

This is
of all such points for all the cambers shown on Figure 5.

the curve the expert helmsman will trim to by the seat of his pants.

We have called it the "sailing envelope". An important thing is that

with it we can calculate performance without explicit consideration

of individual camber curves which greatly simplifies matters.

. Effectively. we let the boat choose the. best camber.

-. *Note that the horizontal scale 'of Figure 5 is magnified to separate
the camber curves.

8
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Examples of sailing envelopes for different sections are shown

as Figures 9 and 10 which we'll discuss in detail a little later on.

These envelope polars serve as input data for the vehicle performance

~
J
r

calculations.

Notice that maximum thrust is not the only benefit we reap

by choosing sail trim as just described. Choosing 6~. also 'implies-m~n

t

I

obtaining the minimum possible heeling force for a chosen thrust;

i.e., along the sailing envelope, maximizing the thrust at a point

. automatically gives you the minimum heeling force you can get with

that section shape and those sailing conditions. This is because

from Figure 2

CH
c: = cot (8 - 6 )
T a

and so for a given heading B to the apparent wind minimum drag angle

6 gives the least heeling force for a given value of thrust.a .

beneficial. effect of "aerodynamic cleanliness" on heeling force is

This

equally as important as the effect on thru~t so far as overall

performance is concerned, qualitatively speaking, and certainly cannot

be ignored quantitatively (see, for example, [2]).

Maximizing Thrust by Choice of Sail Section Geometry

Aerodynamic cleanliness for a sailing rig means minimal

aerodynamic drag which implies minimum drag angle, viz.,

-1
°a' = sin [CD. /CR ]m~n am~n a

(3)

where

Co = Cd + Co + CD- .a . 1T ~

CD ' the parasite drag, and CO., the induced drag are not chargeable1T ~

--~.
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to sail section characteristics and will be dealt with in Part 2

under rig performance considerations. Cd is the sail section drag

coeffisient (usually called profile drag) and includes friction

drag and drag due to flow separation. Of these two, drag due to

flow separation is by far the more serious consideration in sail

sections. To put it another way, if the main object in shaping rig

planforms is to minimize induced drag at high sail loadings (and

we'll see that it is) then the main object in shaping sail sections

is to minimize flow separation at high section loadings. With this

end in view, this section of the paper will be devoted to the dis-

cussion of some effects of maximum camber location, camberline shape,

mast shape, and use of wingsail sections on flow separation control

(i.e., profile drag) of sail sections. Hore detailed information
.-

will be found in reference [10] (see also references [13 and 14]).

Figure 6 shows some effects of changing the location of the
.

maximum camber position at constant camber (7~%) on sail section per-

formance characteristics. Compared are a circular are, the upper

half of a NACA 0015 section, and the same section with the luff and

leech positions reversed as shown on Figure 6 to provide a hooked

leech model. These models were all fabric~ted from sheet metal and

tested in the ~Ierrill Wind Tunnel at Cal Tech. Details are~ven in

reference [10]. The hooked leech configuration is obviously the

worst of the three. Its drag angle °a is the greatest at every sail

force coefficient CR .a Shown are three values, CRa : 0.8; 1.1; and 1.4.

Corresponding values of °a' ~CT/CT' and ~CH/CH are shown on Figure 6

for the extreme cases. Table 1, column (5), guided the choice of B

10
\
i
,
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values for use in making these example calculations [equation (1)].

They correspond to close hauled and close reaching headings with

respect to the apparent wind. For broader headings. larger sail

coefficients and. therefore, higher cambers would be in order. In

I
i

t

i

Figure 6, the effect of the hooked leech is to increase the drag

angle at every value of sail force coefficient as the table of

values shows. This results in corresponding poorer performance of

the hooked leech section with respect to thrust and heel force. To

look at it positivel~ by eliminating the hooked leech you get a

thrust gain plus a decrease in heeling force at every value of sail

. force CRa. The center of effort of the section will also move

forward as you eliminate the hook from behind the midchord point to

between the 25% and 40% chord point for the [0015/2] shape [10].

So far as the data of Figure 6 are concerned there is little dif-

.
ference between the circular arc and the [0015/2]. The center of

effort of the [0015/2] will be a little farther forward and the

section will stall a little sooner. In summary,. as you move your

maximum ~amber aft at constant camber you add drag. the center of

effort moves aft, and the sail stalls sooner if you have a hooked

leach. The center of effort movement will probably affect helm

balance adversely and thereby increase the vehicle drag (see Part 2).

From Figure 6 we can at least conclude that the maximum

camber position should be somewhere between the 20% chord point and

the midchord point. The next question is "\\Ohatis the best sail

section shape?" Figure 7 compares data from three typical shapes
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with the maximum camber forward.
One of these ~ the [0015/2] also

on Figure 7 a mast has been added (for details, see Figure 3). The

,

.

~

plotted on Figure 6. A difference is that to each of the shapes shown

effect on the [0015/2] model of adding the mast was to slightly
1

increase the drag angle (decrease the ~~rust) at each value of sail

force coefficient. In fact, we'll see that this is generally,the case

for all sail sections (Figure 8). The position of maximum camber for

all three shapes on Figure 7 is very close to 30% chord. A comparison

similar to that which we made for Figure 6 will show tne [0015/2] to

be the worst shape for CR < 1.10.a The Eipper hang glider wing section

shape with its reflexed run is as good as the parabolic for CR < 1.0a

but flow separation on the leeside [10] rapidly develops for CR > 1.0.a

The "parabolic" shape, essentially a parabolic section forward with a

flat ,run aft, provides the highest value of thrust (lowest °a) with

the least heeling force for values of CR < 1.35.a Before reaching

the stall at CR = 1.35 one would trim for a lower drag angle at aa -

higher camber as we did in the example of Figure 5 and so that part

of the Figure can be ignored. Summarizing Figure 7, it would appear

that the best of the three section shapes for minimizing separation

(hence, °a) is the parabolic entry and the flat run. The best sailing

envelope will come from the section that consistently gives oa. atm1n

the highest CR for every camber that we can trim to.a Looking at just

one camber as we have on Figure 7 doesn't necessarily give us the

total answer as to section shape. However, it gives a good indication.

The circular cylinder mast section when applied to the

[0015/2] was shown to decrease its performance. One might expect the

-'- -'-~-'"~,.""'--- --_.....--- --..---. ~-----
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mast installations on the other two shapes to be equally harmful.

The data of reference [10] shows that this is indeed the case.
~

Figure 8 is a comparison of a number of different mast configurations
.'

on a circular arc sail section shape at two different cambers. Con-

siderable previous work has been published bearing on this mast

question (see, for example, references [13 - 19]) which should be

summarized at the outset. On the negative side, the aggregate data

show that cylindrical masts are always harmful in their effects on

sail section performance and that the tangent-mast configuration of

Figure 4 is the least harmful of circular cylinder sections. The

data also show that if you insist on separating the flow at the leading

edge of your sail by installing a non-rotating cylindrical mast you can

minimize the separation by moving your maximum camber aft as you sail

free (and probably unbalance your helm). So here is one case where

moving maximum camber aft is quasi-helpful. But it's better for sail

section performance to eliminate the leading edge separation by-stream-

lining the mast and rotating it and to keep the maximum camber forward

as in Figure 6. The data from reference [15] on 31 different combina-

tions of mast shape, sail camber and mast rotation clearly show the

possibilities of sail leading edge control by shaping and rotation

of standard (and some not so standard) mast extrusions.

The present investigation [10] extended previous observations

by making comparisons between clean leading edges (Figure 5), tangent

mast installations, and wing masts for different section shapes.

Some of the data are shown as Figure 8. The intent of Figure 8 is

.. -- -. ..---. ..,
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to compare the effects on sail section performance of adding a nicely

faired and rotatable wing mast to a sail section leading edge which

originally had no leading edge fairing at all. Sketches of the

compared configurations are shown on the figure. The sail section

shape chosen is a circular arc and two different cambers are used

to give an idea of the sailing envelope characteristics. The dashed

line is the sailing envelope as defined on Figure 5; i.e., the locus

of sail trim points which will give minimum drag angle (maximum thrust)

at every value of sail force coefficient attainable with cambers

between 9% and 15%. You will notice that the envelope includes

several different leading edge configurations. If CR = 0.65 ita

indicates that the small wingmast and low camber will be about as good

as no mast at all. The big wing mast at low camber will have more

drag than the little wing mast--but not much. If CR = 1.1 thea

unfaired leading edge has a clear advantage. If CRa = 1.5 the big

If CRa ~ 1.8, either nowing mast at 15% camber is the best choice.

fairing at all or the 40% chord wingmast fairing will serve equally

well. Reference to Table 1 will give a good idea of what apparent

headings (6) call for these magnitudes of sail coefficients for a

C-class catamaran-in a 10 knot breeze. Obviously, conditions will

be different for different boats.

What's the point of Figure 87 The main point is that leading

edge separation is a serious problem so far as sail section performance

is concerned. Calculation of a table like that shown in Figure 6 will

quickly show how serious it is. A second point is that practically

n__- ----
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any mast you use to hold the sail up with is going to be harmful to

performance even if it's rotatable. And, thirdly, the data of Figure

8 indicate that the biggest.wingmast tried is the best aerodynamic

compromise over the entire range of sail force for the circular arc

sail section configuration. This naturally leads us to the con-

sideration of full chord wing masts, i.e. wingsails.
"

Figure 9 is a comparison of some familiar wing sail section

shapes. In order to achieve the equivalent of high soft sail camber

it is necessary to use flaps on a wing, as every sailor knows. With

this in mind, we have included the sailing envelope of the 40% wing

mast sail section of Figure 8. We simply regard it as a wing with a

60% chord dacron flap. The data are taken from reference [10]. Com-

pared with it are data. from a NACA 23012 section with 25% chord plain

flaps [23] and the circular arc section data from Figure 5.

On figure 9 the data are divided into regimes by magnitudes

of sail force coefficient CR .a Sailforce coefficient values below

about 0.50 are rarely used but the data indicate that when they are.

the flapped wing will have the advantage due to weathers ide separation

of the other shapes. For true wind values between 12 knots and 22

knots and with C-cats. values of CR between 0.50 and 1.00 willa

frequently be called for beating and close reaching. Figure 9 shows

. that the flapped wing still holds a clear superiority (and for the

same reason) in this regime so far as drag angle is concerned. Hence,

the flapped wing is again the logical aerodynamic best section among

the three sections presented. In the intermediate range of sail

coefficients (1.0 < CR < 1.5) there really isn't much choice.a
The

- - ----------- ----
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flapped wing holds a very slight advantage but, percehtagewise, it

will be essentially negligible.after the induced drag and the parasite

drag of the rig are added later on. However, for (1.5 < CR < 2.0)a

the situation changes as the leeside surface stall sets in and the

leeside telltales begin to fly free. Notice that the 15% camber

"

wing mast has an apparent advantage in this regime but that it stalls

"hard" when leeside separation does occur. The flapped wing in order

to reach these sail coefficients requires 10° to 30° flap angle

with the attendant leeside trailing surface separation and that

penalizes its performance. The circular arc with no mast has a

"soft" stall (the CR keeps rising as exis increased) but the draga

angle increases very rapidly to high values. In summary, Figure 9

shows that it's easy to make a reasonably shaped sail section work

well in the midrange of sailforce coefficients (0.9 < CR < 1.8) ifa

you dontt insist on using a fixed circular mast or standard mast

extrusion at the leading edge. For values of CR > 1.8 anda

CRa < 0.9 either leeside or weathers ide (for non-wings) separation

will set in and increase the drag angle thereby decreasing the thrust

available and increasing the heeling force at a given sail force.

In winding up this section, it is'of interest to take a

brief look at what is being done at present to improve the situation

. shown on Figure 9. The aerodynamics technical literature is full

of information on wing section performance characterist1cs. Most

of these sections, however, were developed for best performance at

low cambers. References [17,18 and 21] are probably familiar to

most technically oriented sailors. Less familiar are comparatively
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recent reviews of developments in the area of high lift, high

lift/drag ratio flying machine aerodynamics [20,22] which bear

directly on high performance sailing rig development because "high

lift, high lift/drag" means large sail force and small drag angle

simultaneously which is what we seek. In the interest of pointing

out the present state of the art with respect to sail section'

development, Figure 10 compares three good wing sections (two of

which are currently in use on C-class catamarans) with the circular

arc section sailing envelope of Figure 5. A fourth equally

important example is the three element wing section of Patient

Lady's III and IV (reference[ 8]) shown on Figure 3. However,

there is no section data on this configuration at this time. We

will in Part 2 compare some of the data of Figures 9 and 10

corrected to aspect ratio 4 with the aspect ratio 4 data of

reference [8].

Figure 10 summarizes the spread in section performance of

currently in use and/or available sails. Note that the profile

drag scale (Cd) has been expanded to emphasize the differences in

drag angle (0 ).a A table comparing thrust coefficients and heeling

force coefficients for selected values of'S is shown on the figure.

Sketches of five sections are shown. Data from only four of them

appear as mentioned above. Patient Lady's section is IDcluded only

in the interest of completing the spectrum of configurations

availab 1 e .

Also shown for the first time (in this paper) is section data

, ~-',~
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from a high CRa low 6a shape due to Liebeck (reference [9]) as an

example of how far we have to go in developing non-separating sail

shapes. Notice that this single element fixed camber section equals

or exceeds the performance of all the sail sections currently in use

over the entire practical present day working range of sail force.*
,"

Flow separation control for these shapes (see also references

[10,20.22]) is by surface curvature control. And in putting. them

to practical use as sails a determining factor will be how simply

yet precisely we can control the section shape as we run through a

range of cambers. If we can control them we can expect improvements

over the best circular arc section of as much as those shown in

.the table of Figure 10.

Summary and Conclusions

A system for sailing rig selection or design must start with

a consideration of sail section performance characteristics.
\

What

we've tried to do in Part I is to pull together and summarize available

wind tunnel and water tunnel data bearing specifically on sail section

performance as contrasted to the performance of airfoils or hydrofoils

which usually are designed to operate most efficiently at low values

of lift coefficient. We have pointed out that the challenge in sail

section performance improvement is essentially in preventing flow

.

*The authors have taken the liberty of indicating on the sketch how

this might be converted to a wing-mast-with-dacron-flap configuration.
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separation at large values of sail force and at small values as well.

The intermediate range is apparently not a serious problem. We have

isolated what we believe to be the most significant geometric

variables and have shown some data (figures 4 through 9) to quantify

the relative importance of each. On Figure 10 we've tried to SUffi-

I

marize the~ailable spectrum of section shapes in a way that shows

the comparative improvement in performance as successively larger

areas of flow are prevented from separating at the high and lo\~ ends

of the sail force range. Finally, the question as to whether all

this available sail section refinement is going to be worth the

trouble and expense for a given application cannot be answered until

three dimensional flow effects are accounted for, attendant weight

penalties of a chosen section are evaluated, and so on. These

aspects of the problem are tackled in Part 2 of the paper.
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Part 2

Rig Planform and Installation Effects

The end product of the first step in rig design evaluation

was a section sailing envelope covering all anticipated unstalled

sailing conditions for a selected section geometry (Figure 10).

The second step consists of adding the aerodynamic effects of making

a working rig installation out of the selected sail section. Every-

thing we do from now on will detract from the performance indicated

on Figure 10;.i.e., for a given sail section, the performance shown

on Figure 10 is as good as it's going to get. To put it still

another way, every step that we take in converting a sail section to

a rig results in adding aerodynamic drag. Added drag at constant CRa

means a larger drag angle which means diminished thrust and increased

heeling force as we demonstrated in Part 1. In sail section con-

figuration design or selection the factors of major importance were

presented in Part 1 as maximum camber location; sail section shape;

mast configuration; and thickness distribution (for wing configurations).

We argued that flow separation control is the name of the game--

especially at the highest values and the ~owest values of sail force

coefficient (CR )."a

In real rig installations additional flow separation results

directly from air flow about the hull(s); standing and running rigging;

deck fittings; crew; etc. These effects \ie lump under "windage" or

"parasite drag". Also, "induced drag" results from flow around the

head and foot of the sail due to the pressure drop from weather to

2-1
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'-, lee side, Both theoretical and empirical evaluations of induced

drag are thoroughly discussed in the sailing technology literature,

For example. see references [8.14.16.17.18.21.25.26.27.28,29,30]

some of which include large amounts of parasite drag data. And it's

not our intention to try to add anything to that information--except

the small amount of new information on "end plate" effects shown on

"Figure 14. The end plate effect at the foot of the sail comes from

the proximity of the rig to the sea surface and tends to decrease

the induced drag to the degree that the configuration inhibits flew

around the foot (see Figure 1. for example). We will also get a

little information about masthead endplates from Figure 14.

Summarizing. our aim in Part 2 is to show what the added aero-

dynamic drag due to the real rig effects described above does to sail

section performance (compare Figures 10 and 17) and. consequently. to

sailing vehicle performance. In doing that. we'll restrict ourselves

mainly to data from generally available references like [17.18,21]

and standard practical aerodynamics "handbooks" like [25]. In other

words. our intent is to make the conversion from section polar to rig

polar as simply as possible consistent with obtaining engineering

accuracy from our sailing vehicle performance predictions. By

"engineering accuracy" we mean accuracy consistent with the experi-

mental uncertainty of full scale performance measurements to date.

Finally. we'll compare our results with available C-class measured

performance and suggest some improvements in the prediction method.

.

-"~ ,,"_. ..,
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The Aerodynamic Nodel

Before we get into the details of section data conversion.

we have to decide what to do about the natural wind velocity profile.

Every sailor knows that the wind speed increases from the sea surface

to the masthead [37]. But most of us don't know what to do about it.
;"

To quote meteorologist-sailorAlan \~atts[31]: "It is a platitude

that the wind increases from the surface upwards. What is not so

certain is how it increases." It has been established in the last

fifty years that how it increases depends mainly on the sea (or land)

surface roughness and the degree of atmospheric instability. However.

details of the dependence are very much a subject of current meteoro-

logical investigation (for example, [32.33.34.37]). It follows that

general statements about the detailed shape of the profile are con-

jectural in view of the present state of the art; therefore. to assume

..

much detail in a wind profile model proposed for general application

is to assume more than we know at present.. Nevertheless. the wibd

profile exists and attempts to evaluate its effects on rig aerodynamics

have been made since at least the time of Manfred Curry [36]. Examples

of different models used comparatively recently are given in

references [18.14.35].

Our view of the simplest profile tolerable for the present purpose

coincides with the approximation of Riise [1]; namely. i) zero relative

wind velocity at the sea surface; ii) a linear increase to "true wind

velocity" at deck level. iii) constant velocity from deck level to

. .
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masthead; and iv) "true wind velocity" defined as the velocity

measured at 40% of the mast height (approximate sail center of

effort). This straight line profile model is shown on Figure 11

compared with a recently measured Long Island Sea Breeze profile [34].

The equation which is currently used to describe the sea breeze family

of profiles isshown on the plot. Empirically determined quantities in

the equation are: u* '" the "friction velocity", which varie:5 with

atmospheric stability; Zo '" the "surface roughness length", which

depends on the sea state; and K '" "von Korman's constant", determined

from turbulent ?oundary layer velocity profile measurements. If you

know values of u* for stable, unstable, and neutrally stable atmos-

pheric conditions and values of Zo for sea states you're likely to

encounter then you can predict the velocity variation from sea surface

to masthead. However, sensitivity of the wind profile to these factors

is not small (for example, reference [31], pp. 125,126) and, in view of

the general uncertainty with respect to which model to choose fOJ a

given calculation, Riise's model appears to us a reasonable across the

board approximation.

With the straight-line model, obviously we're simply ignoring the

wind velocity gradient from the deck level. up. This simplifies the

calculations but it ignores the effect of the wind gradient on aero-

dynamic twist B(z) and load distribution [6R /R *] from foot to heada a

of the sail. Typical magnitudes of these effects are shown on Table 3

for close hauled and downwind courses for the boat of Table 2 in

10 knot and 15 knot breezes. The wind profile equation used is the

sea breeze profile equation of Figure 11. For comparison, the straight

u ---
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line profile values are found at z = IS ft in Table 3. It is clear

from these data that both twist and vertical aerodynamic loading

variation are appreciable. For a soft sail we can assume that sail

twist can be controlled to compensate for the aerodynamic t~ist by

letting the leech falloff. In the case of a wing sail, flap

deflection will be varied from foot to head to compensate. Hence,

aerodynamic twist due to the natural wind can probably be safely
.

ignored as a first approximation.

On the other hand, the vertical load distribution [~Ra(z)/Ra*]

varies quite a bit with heading to the wind and with the mean wind speed

as well. In general, the result of the straight line assumption will

be an overestimation of the total sail force generated and an under-

estimation of the induced drag. As the net effect, an overprediction

of the available thrust should be expected. There will also be a

tendency to underpredict the height of the sail center of effort

slightly. -In view of aeronautical engineering experience, it would

seem reasonable to counter these effects by an empirically determined

aspect ratio correction. However, the authors at present know of little

data bearing on this question and so a quantitative evaluation will not

b-e attempted. This is a matter which requires further investigation. .

Parasite Drag Prediction

Having selected the true wind velocity profile model, the second

step is to define the rig in ter~ of the geometry of the boat. For

this example we use the sketch of Figures 1 and 12 as the model. We
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..
define the "rig" as including everything above the sailing waterline;

i.e., everything that can possibly add aerodynamic drag is charged to

the rig. Working from the waterline up to deck level, we'll consider

the parasite drag first.

The prediction of parasite drag is based on the concept of

"equivalent flat plate area" of the dragging surface--a sort of "will

this surface as seen by the apparent wind have as much drag ~s a

signboard of equivalent area?" concept (for example, [14], p. 103).

The numbers are determined from either full scale or model experiments

[17,18,25]. We will adopt the concept as formulated by Riise [1] for

the present calculations.

Looking down from the masthead of the boat of Figure 12 we have

,/'

'\/ 25 ft
/' ,/

/'

Case 1 (light air),/ '\

\

/'
,/

-1- - - / --- -
- .L4-fi.

/'

/-
\ ~ ~
Case 2 (flying hull)

\.

'y

,/ \
"

~

Va

Plan View Side View

the view shown above. The major "signboard" areas are:

Hull(s) (topsides) = ~S; sideview projection

Crossmemberprojectedarea ~ A~i; forward projection

Crew projected area = ApC; forward projection.

Standing and running rigging parasite drag is neglected.
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It £0110\"5 that
u

°TT = [~S sin STTCOTTTS+ AX1>!cas STTCOTTXM+ 2ApC cas STICOTTPC]

x [~Pair V; TT] (4)

where V is the mean apparent wind speed between sea surface and deckaTT

(Figure 12); aI:ld

STT is the carrespanding angle far V to. the baat heading.. aTT
,

Values far COnTS' COTTXr.land COTTPCare faund in reference [18] (Chaps.

3, 4 and 13). An averall parasite drag caefficient may be defined by

On
CD --

TT- kn V2A"""'a a s

where 0 is abtained from equation (4).TT

(5)

Due to. the variation of

praj~cted areas with heading to. the apparent wind, COTTvaries with

heading. Typical variatian is shawn an Figure 13. These calculatians

are far the baat af Table 1 af canfiguratian Figure 1. Far this case

the range is fram Co = 0.055 clasehauled to. Cd = 0.125 tacking dawnwind.TT TT

The ratio. af sail sectian drag to. parasite drag caefficient is also. shown

bath far the baat af Table 1 and far that canfiguratian with a sail af

Liebeck sectian (Figure 10). Far the circular arc sectian, parasite drag

and sectian (prafile) drag are af the same arder far mast af the headings.

For the Liebeck sectian, the prafile drag averages anly abaut 15% to. 25%

of the vehicle parasite drag. Jumping ahead a bit, the ratio. af induced

drag to. parasite drag far the rig af Table 1, Figure 1 is also. shawn an

Figure 13. Far this general canfiguratian (baat af Figure 1 and rigs af

Figure 16), the induced drag and parasite drag are raughly equal except

when broad reaching. We conclude that the profile (sail section) drag,

the parasite drag, and the induced drag are of equal practical importance

, "".,..,.-, -. --- ~~"~
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....
so far their effects on the vehicle rig polar are concerned.

Induced Drag Prediction

As we pointed out earlier, the induced drag results from the

tendency of the air to flow around the head and foot in response to the

pressure drop from weather to leeside. The series of sketches ~n

Figure 14 is intended to illustrate the gross features of what happens

when you convert from a sail section configuration (Figures 3 and l4a)

to a cantilevered 3-dimensional sail model (Figures 3 and l4b). If

you subsequent1j' add an end plate at the "head" of the model sail, you

have the situation shown as Figure l4c. The corresponding measured

effects [10] on the sail section polar are shown as Figure 15. Comparing

configurations 14a and l4b shows a decrease in CR of about 6% and anamax

increase in drag angle at CR of 60 = 5.90.amax a The comparative effect

on thrust available is shown on Figure 15. As the data shows, the section

considered has a very low drag angle at CR which tends to magnifyamax

the relative importance of the drag angle increase due to the induced

flow (compare sections of Figure 10). The increase is significant for

all sections, however, and it can be predicted which means we can account

for it in our rig designs. Before we leave rigure 14 to discuss details,

we'd like to point out that Figure 15 shows that putting a one chord

length diameter end plate on the head of the sail model (Figure 14c)

helped quite a bit despite the added profile and junction drag [18].

We mentioned that the induced drag can be predicted and ~e

should have added--with the help of , empirical corrections [18,25].
We

<c.
have that for a rig

..-----.---.------.
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.... COa = Cd + COTI + COi (6)

where section drag Cd and parasite aerodynamic drag CDTI have already

been discussed. The induced drag depends strongly on the aerodynamic

load distribution (6R /R *, Table 3) up the mast.a a If the load distri-

bution is elliptical we have from Prandtl and Munk [38] that

C 2CD- =~
~ TIM .(7)

an~ this implies an elliptical planform (Figures 1 and 16). For non-

elliptic planforms, a theoretical correction factor was devised early

on by GlaUert [39]; specifically, for rectangular and tapered planforms.

Through the years this has been modified by comparison with

experiments in NASA and other experimental facilities. A compilation

of such results is to be found in reference [25], Chapter 9 and in

reference [18], Chapter 7. A typical useful corrected form of

equation (7) is 2
Cc

CD =-i e TIffi.s

Cc = CR cos 0 ; (Figure 2)a a

(8)

where

e ='!5ailefficiency factor";s

(e ~) = "effective aspect ratio".s

In specific cases, es is obtained by co~paring measured values

of induced drag like those to be found on Figure 15 with values pre-

dieted from equation (7) using the geometric aspect ratio of the model.

In Figure 15, it turns out that es = 0.73 gives a good fit of equation (7)

to the data.

The final three dimensional flow effect to be considered is the

"end plate" effect illustrated in Figures 14 and 15. This effect is

T
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also discussed thoroughly from a practical viewpoint in references [18]

and [25] for many different configurations. As an illustration, the

rectangular model of Figures 14 and 15 is useful. We note in Figure l4b

that the induced flow at the foot is completely blocked by the tunnel

wall. This effectively doubles the aspect ratio from 3.5 measured to

7.0.
Since es = 0.73 from the data, lReff= 0.73 x 7 = 5.1. Adding the

end plate decreases the drag angle and slightly increases CR .amax In

this case, it restores the effective ~to that of the elliptic load

distribution; namely, IReff= 7 as you can quickly check using equations

(7) and (8) and the data of Figure 15. So the end plate does help in

steady state conditions if it's big enough, and the question is whether

it helps enough to justify the complication and weight aloft in the

normally unsteady conditions we encounter. In any event, there's plenty

of data available in the literature cited to permit the designer-sailor

to make his own evaluation.

Comparative Rig Evaluation

Now we have pulled enough information together to permit us to make

a comparative evaluation of the rigs of Figure 16 on C-class catamaran

hulls. We will also add data on the rig of.Patient Lady II (reference [8])

corrected to an appropriate effective aspect ratio (see Figures 3 and 10).

We begin with the sail section sailing envelope data from Figure 9.

This gives us the profile drag Cd over the range of CR 's available for
. a

both the soft sail and the flapped wing.

The second step is the evaluation of the aerodynamic induced drag

term in equation (6). We selected planform geometry and end plate effects

. i .M"'.""""~"~'~--'-'.'"-,' - °'0 -., _. ,---
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as the significant factors. For the soft sail, Figures 1 and 16 provide,.

a practical summary of the pertinent geometric features. The planform

is nearly elliptical but it has a cutout at the foot. A deck seal is

provided and so end plating results to an extent limited by trampoline

construction and hull f1)~ing. Also, experience shows that soft sail

deck seals frequently don't work as well as they're supposed to~ This

means that some judgment based on experience has to be brought into play

at this p\Jint not only as to what the effective "gap" at the sail foot

may be but also with respect to which handbook geometry [17,18,25] most

closely represents the rig being evaluated. Your judgment is probably

better than ours for the cases that you're evaluating and ours is

probably better than yours for the present cases. In any case. detailed

instructions for and examples of the evaluation of CO, (i.e. JR ff) are
. ~ e

found in the handbooks [17,18.25] along with the necessary data and those

are the procedures we used for the soft sail and the flapped wing of

Figures 3 and 16 starting from the section data of Figure 9. The final

values of the effective aspect ratio (JReff) which we arrived at are

shown on Figure 16 for these two cases.

Figure 16 also shows the planform geometry of the multiple element

section shown on Figure 3 (Hubbard wing). T~e multiple element model was

tested at a finite aspect ratio [8] and. therefore. the profile drag

cannot be separated out of the experimental results. However, since it's

assumed that profile drag is unaffected by aspect ratio changes (in the

range of our interest) the data taken at the modelJR = 2.5 can be corrected

to an aspect ratio more compatible with the geometry of Figure 16 by

~- -~.-~..,.,.~-~-,-~._"".- ,,"'.P'''''-'-''~'~',,"-~"'-;;-:;;:;."";~ "J---~Wi!'--. 1& ",-"""-""'--"-'-"
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.. standard Specifically,methods ([40J, Chapter 6C).
2

Cc

(

1 1
JCDi2 = COil + 7T iR2 - AZI

where, for this case, JRl=2.5 and JR2= JReff= 6.

(9)

The uncertainty in

the correction for Patient Lady's geometry was sufficient to allow us

to place it squarely in the middle of the JReffspread between ~he

Aquarius V and ~1iss Nylex values--an example of the practical judgment

mentioned earlier.

That takes care of the first and the last terms of equation (6).

The remaining term is the parasite drag coefficient COIT which we've

already discussed and evaluated (Figure 13). Since we have deliberately

ignored the contributions of standing and running rigging for the present

cases, the form of the parasite drag expression [equation (4)J is the

same for all three rigs.* We have, so to speak, simply selected a pair

of hulls and fitted the three different rigs in succession to that one

hull(s) configuration for performance evaluation. It's clear from

equation (6), Tables 2 and 3, and Figures 12 and 13 that the parasite

drag depends very much on the specific performance of the vehicle and must,

therefore, be evaluated in the context of vehicle performance predictions.

We have selected a mean value from Figure 13; namely, COn = 0.1 for

inclusion on Figure ~7 which shows the rig polars for the geometries of

Figure 16.

Figures 17 and 18 together represent the final result of our rig

*The inclusion of a rigging drag term in equation (6) although simple to

do would have complicated matters in the present example and, in any

event, the added drag was considered negligible.

~-== ~~., ,--~---~-------_._---_.__. -- ,-. -.- .,,., -,,- ...- 7 'A-~ ...,'''' "''''', =""",.""...... ""
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polar evaluation. Figure 17 is the 3-dimensional rig polar, as we just

said, and Figure 18 E the comparative performance evaluation of the three

rigs over the design spectrum of operating conditions. Nei ther figure

gives complete information by itself and, furthermore, trouble shooting

on details requires "subsystem" information like that printed out on

Tables I and 2. However, much of the performance information is, sum-

marized on the figures.

For example, the results plotted on Figure 18 indicate a clear

aerodynamic advantage for Patient Lady's wing over the other two con~

figurations; especially, at high sail force coefficients. For values of

CR > 1.3, Figure 17, the advantage begins to appear.a The induced drag

and the parasite drag of the three rigs are equal, practically speaking,

over the entire sail force operating range. The difference is in the

profile drag due to flow separation--especially at high values of the

sail force coefficient. What the figure tells us is just what we should

have suspected: the multiple element wing is more successful in avoiding

1eeside-trailing-surface separation than is the wing with plain trailing

edge flaps and therefore-it's a better thruster at high sail force

coefficients.

The next practical question is: how o~ten is the vehicle operation

going to call for such high sail force coefficients? We discussed this

matter in Part 1 of the present paper and also in reference [5]. The

quickest way to get an ans~er is by examining Figure 18 where the comparative

performance of the three rigs is plotted over the design spectrum of

operating conditions. It's appropriate here to point out that in computing

-..--.- ___'0- .- . -- 0- -_. --
T
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the performance, we've kept the hull weights and crew weights the same

..

but we've added realistic (according to our present in~ormation) sail

structural weight increments for the two wing sails (see Figure 16 for

numbers).

The plots on Figure 18 clearly show the situation with respect

to sail force operating range. In light air (S knots) where heeling

stability permits all the boats to call for the highest values,of sail

force coefficient the Patient Lady rig's combination of high sail force

and low drag angle permits maximum utilization of her inherent aero-

dynamic adv~ntage and she is far and away the best performer. Hull flying

begins to limit CR in V = 10 knots wind and the advantage decreases.
- a max T

Note that as a result of Nylex's weight penalty she and the soft sailed

boat are neck-and-neck in this wind range. As the wind goes up to 15 knots

and 20 knots, the heavier boats have a double advantage: i) they're

"stiffer" due to their weight increment (some detail is given on this

point in reference [5]); and ii) they're also "cleaner" aerodynamically

speaking. And so the rigs have sorted themselves out very logically in

the light of the aerodynamic information on Figure 17 and what we know

about the effects of all up weight changes on the performance of these

particular hulls [1,5].

Summary and Conclusions

In Part 1, we isolated and gave some data to evaluate what we

believe to be the most significant geometric variables affecting sail

section performance. We also summarized the available spectrum of sail

. .
section shapes in a way that shows the comparative improvement in performance

-------. -------
1O"'~.--"""-~-"-'---"""~< ..- ",--,,-- - .". -.--."...'
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that results br eliminating flow separation at the high and low ends of

the $ection performance polar (Figure 10). We promised that in Part 2

we would evaluate three dimensional effects, attendant weight penalties

of a chosen section, and "so on". By "so on" it turns out that we

meant wind strength and headings (Figure 18). We have concluded that

sail section profile drag, parasite drag (or windage), and rigiinduced

drag are all equally important to rig performance evaluation. None

should be neglected without careful consideration. The section profile

drag can be evaluated from available wind (and water) tunnel data for

many sail sections now in use. Ample parasite drag data is available

in the aerodynamics handbooks but parasite drag effects on the rig must

be evaluated in the context of vehicle performance calculations. Plenty

of induced drag data is also available in the literature but some

caution should be reserved (by aerodynarnicists, at least) in applying

aspect ratio corrections to the highly cambered and zero thickness shapes

which we use for sails because of the assumption generally used that

profile drag is independent of aspect ratio. We've thrown caution to

the winds in this instance. Finally, we've proved once more (at least to

our satisfaction) that the cleanest rig is the best rig all other things

being equal and that sometimes it pays to add weight to get aerodynamic

cleanliness if all out speed is what you want.

...

----
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V-r= 10kts, T = 45°, Vb= 11.2 kts J VT = 10 k ts, T =1400 , Vb = 8 .2 k t s
Va. = 19.5 kts, B* = 21.0° Va* = 6.4 kts, B* = 84.3°

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) t (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) t

z V-r (z) Va (z) B (z)
Ra

VT (z) Va (z) B (z)
Ra

R* R*a a
(ft) kts kts deg coef. (ft) kts kts deg coef.
3.0 7.5 17.4 17.9 -0.20 3.0 7.5 5.4 63.4 -0.29
3.5 7.8 17.6 18.2 -0.19 3.5 7.8 5.5 65.7 -0.26
4.0 7.9 17.7 18.5' -0.18 4.0 7.9 5.6 67.6 -0.26

. 4.5 8.1 17.9 18.7 -0.16 4.5 8.1 5.6 69.3 -023
5.0 8.3 18.0 18.9 -0.15 5.0 8.3 5.6 70.7 -0 '.23
7.0 8.8 18.5 19.6 -0.10 7.0 8.8 5.8 75.2 -0.18

10.0 9.3 18.9 20.3 -0.06 10.0 9.3 6.1 79.2 -0.09
15.0 9.9 19.5 21.0 0.00 15.0 9.9 6.4 84.3 0.00
20.0 10.3 19.9 21.5 0.04 20.0 10.3 6.6 87.2 0.06
25.0 10.6 20.2 21.9 0.07 25.0 10.6 6.8' 89.4 0.13
30.0 10.9 20.4 22.2 0.09 30.0 10.9 7.0 88.9 0.20
35.0 11.1 20.6 22.4 0.12 35.0 11.1 7.1 87.6 0.23
40.0 11.3 20.8 22.6 0.14 40.0 11.3 7.3 86.5 0.30

V-r = 15 kts; T = 450, Vb = 12.8kts, V-r = IS kts, T = 140°, Vb = 12.i kts
Va*=2S.S kts, 8*=24.2 Va* = 9.6 kts, 8* = 81.9°

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) t (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) t

V-r (z) Va (z) B(z)
Ra

V-r(z) Va(z) B(z)
Raz R* z

R *a
kts

a
(ft) . kts kts deg coef. (ft) kts deg coef.

3.0 11.3 22.3 21.0 -0.24 3.0 11.3 8.3 60.9 -0.25
3.5 11.6 22.6 21.4 -0.21 3.5 11.6 8.4 63.2 -0.23
4.0 11.9 22.9 21.6 -0.19 4.0 11.9 8.5 65.1 -0.22
4.5 12.2 23.1 21.9 -0.18 4.5 12.2 8.5 66.8 -0.22-
5.0 12.4 23.3 22.1 -0.17 5.0 12.4 8.6 68.2 -0.20
7.0 13.2 24.0 22.8 -0.11 7.0 13.2 8.9 72.7 -0.14

10.0 13.9 24.7 23.5 -0.06 10.0 13.9 9.2 77.2 -0.08
15.0 14.8 25.5 24.2 0.00 15.0 14.8 9.6 81.9 0.00
20.0 15.4 26.1 24.7 0.05 20.0 15.4 9.9 84.9 0.06
25.0 15.9 26.6 25.1 0.09 25.0 15.9 10.2 87.2 0.13
30.0 16.3 26.9 25.4 0.11 30.0 16.-3 10.5 88.9 0.20
35.0 16.7 27.3 25.6 0.15 35.0 16.7 10.7 89.7 0.24
40.0 16.9 27.5 25.8 0.16 40.0 16.9 10.9 88.6 0.29

tTwo-dmensional flow assumed, i.e. Ra/Ra* = Va2/Va*2 - 1

*Asterisked values are those obtained from the "straight line" velocity profile

Table 3. Effects of the Natural Wind Profile on Aerodynamic Twist and Load
..

- Distribution Up the Mast.
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.J Appendix 1

Effect of Hooked Leech on Pcrfor;nance of Boat of Table :;
'!

We pointed out in Part 1 (pp. 6, 10) that moving the maximum

camber too far aft results in a hooked leech configuration with

,
II

,

resulting loss of sail performance due to greater flow separation.

The center of effort also moves aft for such a configuration and
..

the wind tunnel data [10] show,that for this case the movement is

from about 30% chord to about 55% chord for the KACA 0015/2 cases of

Figure 6. If we put this section on the hulls of the boat of Figure 1

(Table 2) the effects of hooking the leech are two: i) the drag angle

is increased so there will be a thrust loss at every value of sail

force CR ; anda

effort shift.

ii) helm irr,balance will re~;ul t from the center of

Since the vehicle is assumed balanced with the maximum

camber forward, the aft shift ..-ill be expected to produce '.;eather
I

helm and to load the rudders, thereby changing the hull drag dis~ri-

bution. Since the percent chord shift is nearly constant over the f

~

f
t,

range of CR considered, [~x/c] was considered constant in this casea

~nd the yawing couple (=CRa(T) [~x/c]) was carried through the computer

program to provide.the required rudder sidcloading as a function of

. vehicle heading. The result is shown as Figure A-I. l\ote that only

one camber is used, namely T~% (Figure 3). However, the results

.
should be regarded as typical of the normal ca~ber operating range. J

~

The figure sho\>s results which correspond qualitatively with

, . experience. ~iaximum camber fon..ard yields the best perfomance over
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